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Abstract

The objective of image style transfer is to generate an image
that preserves the original content while incorporating artistic
elements inspired by a reference style. Existing neural style
transfer methods require a large style dataset for training. The
transferable styles are limited by the presence of the style
within a style library. Recently, Text-driven diffusion mod-
els have been widely used in the fields of style transfer and
image edit due to its powerful generation capabilities. How-
ever, diffusion models edit the image by modifying its cor-
responding prompt. In many practical situations, users may
want to transfer style using existing style images, which may
lack the corresponding prompt and include unseen styles that
not in the style library. In this paper, we proposed a training-
free framework that enables a style transfer without any large
dataset. Guided by the provided style image, the method we
proposed can effectively transfer images into the reference
style, not just limited to a few styles. Finally, the method we
proposed demonstrates excellent performance in generating
results and style transfer.

Introduction
Style transfer is an important task in which the style of a
source image is mapped onto that of a target image. It holds
immense significance in the realms of art, design, and vi-
sual communication, enabling artists and designers to ex-
plore diverse creative expressions by blending different vi-
sual styles. Automated style transfer software facilitates the
conversion of real-world images into the appropriate style to
form the background in cartoons, simulations, and other ren-
derings. The method is also useful for generating derivative
works of a particular artist or painting. Meanwhile, it is used
in our daily life, such as various filters in the beauty tool,
including the conversion between real people and secondary
characters (Song et al. 2021), and the transfer of makeup (Li
et al. 2018). It is also often used as an aid to improve the per-
formance of other computer vision tasks, such as Pedestrian
re-identification (Deng et al. 2018).

The seminal work (Gatys, Ecker, and Bethge 2016) pro-
posed an image optimization method that iteratively mini-
mizes the joint content and style loss in the feature space of a
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pre-trained deep neural network. This time-consuming opti-
mization process has motivated researchers to explore more
efficient approaches. AdaIN (Huang and Belongie 2017)
transfers global mean and variance of a style image to a
content image in the feature space to support arbitrary in-
put style image. To enhance the locality awareness of arbi-
trary style transfer models, recently, attention mechanism is
adopted in multiple works (Park and Lee 2019) for this task.
Their common intuition is that a model should pay more at-
tention to those feature-similar areas in the style image for
stylizing a content image region. Unfortunately, it fails to
totally solve this problem and the local distortions still oc-
cur. Diffusion-based methods (Dhariwal and Nichol 2021;
Huang et al. 2022; Kawar et al. 2022) generate high-quality
and diverse artistic images based on a text prompt, with or
without image examples. In addition to the input image, a
detailed auxiliary textual input is required to guide the gen-
eration process if we want to reproduce some vivid contents
and styles, which may be still difficult to reproduce the key
idea of a specific painting in the result.

Through literature research, we found that existing style
transfer methods often only allow transfer to a few fixed
styles and cannot accommodate arbitrary style selection.
Therefore, we proposed a method that eliminates the con-
straints imposed by fixed styles, enabling the generation of
images with the desired style specified by the using arbitrary
style images. Given style image Is and content image Ic to
be transferred, we obtain the latent codes of two images and
concatenate them for denoising, thereby leveraging the se-
mantic information from the style image more effectively.
During the generation process of the text-driven diffusion
model, we employ a well-designed prompt to guide the style
generation towards convergence with the style image.

The contributions of our work are as follows:
• We proposed a training-free method that eliminates the

need for any style dataset, which avoids incurring costly
training or fine-tuning. It allows the transfer not just lim-
ited to a few styles. Moreover, it possesses the capability
to undertake style transfer tasks across a wide range of
diverse domains.

• By utilizing image inversion, we obtain latent represen-
tations corresponding to style images Is and content im-
ages Ic, which greatly enhance our ability to perform
image reconstruction tasks. This approach allows us to



Figure 1: Overview of our method, we use DDIM inversion to obtain noise representations and apply noise injection to bridge
the domain gap between image and text features(yellow area). Then unconditional sampling reconstructs images, and content
image noise is sampled (blue area) guided by prompt embedding and attention fusion from unconditional samples(orange area).

leverage the abundant semantic knowledge present in the
style images.

• We propose a novel prompt design method that effec-
tively guides the generation of content image Ic towards
the direction of the style image Is.

Related Work
Style Transfer
Gatys et al. (Gatys, Ecker, and Bethge 2016)find that hi-
erarchical layers in CNNs can be used to extract image
content structures and style texture information and pro-
pose an optimization-based method to generate stylized im-
ages iteratively. More generally, arbitrary style transfer gains
more attention in recent years. Huang et al. (Huang and
Belongie 2017) propose an adaptive instance normalization
(AdaIN) to replace the mean and variance of content with
that of style. AdaIN is widely adopted in image genera-
tion tasks (An et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2020) to fuse the
content and style features. (Lu, Liu, and Kong 2023)em-
ploys a transformer-inspired approach with three key mod-
ules: style bank generation for compact style pattern ex-
traction, transformer-driven style composition for content-
aware global styling, and parametric content modulation

for flexible stylization.Synthesis-based approaches often re-
quire large amounts of training data and large models, which
limits their usability in real-world applications.

Diffusion Models
Diffusion models have been widely used in image synthesis
during the past few years, leading to impressive advance-
ments in the area (Ho, Jain, and Abbeel 2020). Thanks to
an iterative denoising approach, this model has shown to be
quite successful in producing pictures from Gaussian noise.
It should be noted that this model’s application is based on
strict physical principles (Sohl-Dickstein et al. 2015; Song
and Ermon 2019), which include both a diffusion process
and a reversal process. Many contemporary diffusion tech-
niques concentrated on the visual style transfer challenge.
For instance, (Kwon and Ye 2023) used contrastive loss,
the target image’s circumstances, and fine-tuning the clas-
sic Diffusion model to accomplish style transfer. (Zhang
et al. 2022) extracted feature conditions from the pictures
using CLIP encoding, and then added an extra Attention
layer for optimization to further optimize the image trans-
fer outcomes. (Zhang et al. 2023a) then suggested breaking
down the condition into a number of different control vec-
tors, which allowed for more precise style transmission and



guidance. The concepts of the three approaches mentioned
above are similar in that style transfer is achieved by ad-
justing the diffusion model parameters based on the target
domain image’s state. In addition, (Mou et al. 2023) accom-
plishes style migration by adding an Adapter that provides
more access to condition without requiring the model’s pa-
rameters to be adjusted.Like the Adapter in StyleGAN, the
role of Adapter is to learn how to construct a control vec-
tor condition that satisfies the requirements of the diffusion
model. (Parmar et al. 2023) adds contrast loss to strengthen
the produced model’s resilience and uses ChatGPT to im-
prove the textual cues.

Method
Overview

In this work, we propose a training-free framework that uti-
lizes off-the-shelf stable diffusion models(Rombach et al.
2022) for style transfer guided by a single style image. As
shown in Figure 1, In the inversion and embedding stage, we
obtain the noise representation xST and xCT of input images
through DDIM inversion(Song, Meng, and Ermon 2020).
The style-content image pair is encoded using the clip image
encoder. Then noise injection(Nukrai, Mokady, and Glober-
son 2022) is applied to the obtained embeddings to narrow
the domain gap between image and text features, merging
them with the embeddings derived from the clip text encoder
to incorporate the style information. In the sampling stage,
we first perform image reconstruction tasks by uncondition-
ally sampling the style-content noise pairs to obtain recon-
structed images while preserving features at different sam-
pling time steps. Then we sample the noise from the content
image noise xCT to maintain its original layout and entities.
During the sampling process, we leverage the prompt em-
bedding and attention fusion from the unconditional samples
to guide the image’s style.

DDIM Inversion

In the context of Denoising Diffusion Implicit Models Inver-
sion (DDIM Inversion), the process involves transforming a
clear image progressively into noise. This is represented by
a series of conditional probabilities p(xt−1|xt), where xt is
the noisy image at time step t. Mathematically, this process
is described as xt =

√
αtxt−1 +

√
1− αtϵ, where ϵ is noise

sampled from a standard normal distribution, and αt repre-
sents the noise level at step t.

As the time steps increase, the image gradually loses its
original structure and eventually becomes entirely noise, de-
noted as xT , with T being the total number of steps in the
forward process. This transformation forms the foundation
for the inverse process, which aims to reconstruct the orig-
inal image from its noisy state. In the DDIM model, this
reverse transition from noise to a clear image is achieved
through carefully designed denoising steps, progressively
reducing noise and restoring the image’s original features.

For accurate reconstruction of a given real image, deter-
ministic DDIM sampling is employed:

zt−1 =

√
αt−1

αt
zt+

(√
1

αt−1
− 1−

√
1

αt
− 1

)
·εθ (zt, t, C)

For definitions of αt and additional details, refer to Ap-
pendix E. Diffusion models typically operate in the image
pixel space, where z0 is a sample of a real image.

A simple inversion technique for DDIM sampling, based
on the assumption that the ODE process can be reversed in
the limit of small steps, is:

zt+1 =

√
αt+1

αt
zt+

(√
1

αt+1
− 1−

√
1

αt
− 1

)
·εθ (zt, t, C)

In other words, the diffusion process is performed in re-
verse, i.e., z0 → zT instead of zT → z0, with z0 set as the
encoding of the given real image.

Clip-Based Embedding
The goal of clip-based embedding is to generate captions for
a given image I . Unlike supervised methods, we only have
access to a set τ of texts during training. These can be ob-
tained by harvesting text corpora. We first introduce the no-
tation of Clip-Based models.Given an image I let ϕ(I) ∈ Rd

be its embedding, and given a text T let ψ(T ) ∈ Rd be its
embedding.For converting a vector v ∈ Rd into a caption,
we use a textual decoder C(υ) consisting of a lightweight
mapping network and a pretrained auto-regressive language
model, as suggested in (Mokady, Hertz, and Bermano 2021).
We let each text T ∈ T is first mapped to CLIP space via
ψ(T ) and then decoded back into a text via C(ψ(T )). We
would like this decoding to be similar to the original text T .
Namely, our training objective is a reconstruction of the in-
put text from Clip-Based’s textual embedding. At inference,
given an image I we simply apply the decoder to ϕ(I), re-
turning the caption C(ϕ(I)).

We assume that the visual embedding corresponding to a
text embedding lies somewhere within a ball of small radius
ϵ around the text embedding. We would like all text em-
beddings in this ball to decode to the same caption, which
should also correspond to the visual content mapped to
this ball. We implement this intuition by adding zero-mean
Gaussian noise of STD ϵ to the text embedding before de-
coding it. The value of ϵ is calculated by estimating the
spread of captions corresponding to the same image.

Our overall training objective is thus to minimize:∑
T∈T

ℓ(C(ψ(T ) + n), T )

where n ∈ Rd is a random standard Gaussian noise with
standard-deviation ϵ and ℓ is an autoregressive cross-entropy
loss for all tokens in T . We train just the parameters of the
textual decoder C, while the encoder ψ() is kept frozen. The
noise is sampled independently at each application of the
encoder.
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Figure 2: Qualitative comparison with several state-of-the-arts image style transfer methods.

Attention Fuse

The content noise xCT is employed as the starting point for
DDIM sampling from T to 0 with the prompt embedding P
to ultimately transfer the style. P aims to guide the genera-
tion style of images through semantic information. However,
relying solely on prompt embedding, the pretrained text-to-
image model cannot preserve the appearance of the content
images effectively, Inspired by feature injection method in
prompt-to-prompt(Hertz et al. 2022) and TF-ICON(Lu, Liu,
and Kong 2023), we propose fusing self-attention maps in a
specially designed manner.

The self-attention maps of style image and content image
in the unconditional sampling process is respectively As

l,t

and Ac
l,t , which are calculated using self-attention modules

of the pretrained Stable Diffusion model. Typically, a self-
attention module at layer l contains three projection matrices
wq

l , wk
l , wv

l in the same dimension Rd×d. Denote the fea-
ture embeddings of the style and content image at timestep
t and layer l as f sl,t ∈ R(h×w)×d and f cl,t ∈ R(h×w)×d .The
queries, keys, and values for each self-attention module are
obtained as:

qs
l,t = f sl,tW

q
l , ks

l,t = f sl,tW
k
l , vs

l,t = f sl,tW
v
l ,

qc
l,t = f cl,tW

q
l , kc

l,t = f cl,tW
k
l , vc

l,t = f cl,tW
v
l

where qs
l,t,k

s
l,t,v

s
l,t ∈ R(h×w)×d and qc

l,t,k
c
l,t,v

c
l,t ∈

R(h×w)×d. Then As
l,t and Ac

l,t are calculated.

As
l,t = Softmax

(
qs
l,t ·
(
ks
l,t

)⊤
/
√
d

)
,

Ac
l,t = Softmax

(
qc
l,t ·
(
kc
l,t

)⊤
/
√
d

)
,

where Am
l,t, A

r
l,t ∈ R(h×w)×(h×w) , analogously we cal-

culate the self-attention map Al,t in prompt embedding sam-
pling process and fused As

l,t , Ac
l,t and Al,t as A∗

l,t.

Al,t =

{
Ac

l,t, if t < τa · T
Al,t, otherwise.

A∗
l,t = inject ·As

l,t + (1− inject) ·Al,t

where inject is the feature injection coefficient of style
image, and τa is the feature injection step of content image.

Experiments
In this section, we provide visual comparisons and applica-
tions to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed ap-
proach.

Comparison with Style Transfer Methods
We compare our method with the state-of-the-arts image
style transfer methods, including AdaAttN(Liu et al. 2021),
StyTr2(Deng et al. 2022), UCAST(Zhang et al. 2023c) and
InST(Zhang et al. 2023b) to show the effectiveness of our



method. As shown in Figure 2, we can see apparent advan-
tages of our method on transferring the semantics and artis-
tic techniques of the reference images to the content images
over traditional style transfer methods. For example, such as
the facial forms and eyes (the 4th row), the animal(the 1st,
3rd, 6th rows), the building and the cloud (the 5th row). Our
method can capture some special semantics of the reference
images and reproduce the visual effects in the results, such
as the ground on the background (the 1st row) and the mi-
crophone(the 4th row). Those effects are very difficult for
traditional style transfer methods to achieve. As shown in
Table 1, our method outperforms (Liu et al. 2021), (Zhang
et al. 2023c), (Deng et al. 2022) in accuracy.

Table 1: CLIP-based evaluations.

AdaAttn UCAST StyTR2 InST Ours

Acc (%) 65.5627 66.5467 66.4216 68.0280 67.8684

Figure 3: The results of the ablation study on hyper-
parameters inject and τa

Ablation Study
For image synthesis, the most relevant hyperparameters are
inject and τa. Their effects are illustrated in figure 3. Inject
involves incorporating coefficients into the characteristics
of the style image. The greater the inject value, the more
closely the tone and style of the image align with those of
the style image. τa denotes the number of steps for injecting
features from the content image, and a larger τa value results
in images closer to the content. A smaller τa fosters greater
creativity in the content of the generated images.

User Study
We compare our method with several SOTA image style
transfer methods(AdaAttn, UCAST, StyTR2, InST).All the
baselines are trained using publicly available implementa-
tions with default configurations. For each participant, 26
content-reference pairs are randomly selected and the gen-
erated results of ours and one of the other methods are dis-
played randomly. Participants were suggested that the artis-

tic consistency between the generated image and the refer-
ence image was the main metric. Then, they were invited
to select the better result of each content-reference pair. Fi-
nally, we collect 962 votes from 37 participants. The per-
centage of votes for each approach is shown in Table 2,
demonstrating that our method achieves the best visual char-
acteristics transfer results.

Table 2: Quantitative evaluation. The results show the av-
erage percentage of cases in which the result of the corre-
sponding method is preferred compared with ours. The best
results are in bold.

Preference↑ Ours
AdaAttn 0.269 0.731
UCAST 0.161 0.839
StyTR2 0.298 0.702

InST 0.442 0.558

Furthermore, we conducted a survey of 30 participants on
the preferences of the content image guidance strength and
artistic visual effects. In the case of a content image existing,
users tend to consider that ”To depict the artistic style, the
details of the content should be embellished appropriately”.
We then invite the participants to rank the factors of their ex-
pected visual effect. The average comprehensive score of the
options in the sorting question is automatically calculated
based on the ranking of the options by all the participants.
The higher the score, the higher the comprehensive ranking.
The scoring rule is:

score =

∑
frequency × weight

participantes
(1)

where score denotes the average comprehensive score of
the options, participantes denotes the number of people
who complete this question, frequency denotes the fre-
quency that the option is selected by users, weight denotes
the weight which is determined by the option’s ranking. The
ranking results (rank by score from highest to lowest): (1)
Similar artistic effect on semantic corresponding subjects
(score=5.7); (2) With the same paint material (score=3.79);
(3) Having similar brushstrokes (score=3.36); (4) Hav-
ing typical shapes (score=2.85); (5) With the same deco-
rative elements (score=2.37); (6) Sharing the same color
(score=1.7).

Conclusion
In this work, we propose a training-free framework that uti-
lizes off-the-shelf stable diffusion models for style transfer
guided by a single style image, which allows the transfer not
just limited to a few styles. We fuse the attention acquired in
the unconditional sampling and prompt embedding to guide
the style of the generated image. The experimental results
demonstrate that our method achieves excellent image-to-
image and generation results compared with state-of-the-art
approaches. I believe our work will better help users gener-
ate images in specific styles as they want.
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